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Abstract — The article presents an approach and a tool for 
network state-to-state transformation. Each network has a state. 
The state could be formalized into an architectural graph data 
model that contains network nodes, edges and key metadata. The 
state-to-state transformation happens as a chain of evolution 
steps from the initial to the desired network state. Each step has 
technical and business constraints, an action and leads to a 
desired effect. The steps could be combined in strategies. The 
strategies could be formally evaluated through the algorithm for 
multi-criteria analysis based on the business constraints 
associated with the containing steps. The successor strategy is 
called an “evolution path” and is the one that will be used to 
evolve the network. The approach has been fulfilled through a 
software tool able to discover the network state, to upload it in a 
graph data model, to change it and to perform a rediscovery 
finally to visualize the differences between the two network 
states.  

Keywords-component: Approach for network state-to-state 
transformation, IPv4 to IPv6 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
In the last 20 years the network infrastructures are in 

constant transition. An examples transitions could be 
migration from one equipment vendor to another, migration 
from one carrier technology to another or simply a migration 
from one version of the IP protocol - IPv4 to another - IPv6.  
Typically such migrations are driven not by the operator but 
by a change or demand in the surrounding ecosystem. The 
reason might be commercial, social, technological or 
combination between any of those.  Typically the process of 
transition is complex, costly and relates to bridged customer 
SLAs, lost revenues and business opportunities [4]. Part of the 
problem with the process is the fact that there are no software 
tools able to fulfill the transition.  

In this article the author presents an approach for IP 
network transformation from an initial “current” state to a 
target “desired” state. The approach is fulfilled by a software 
prototype able to perform a dynamic discovery and upload of 
the network state into a graph data model, model and execute 
the actions of network transition steps, visualize the network 
on based on different criteria and able to perform a network 
diff between any two network states.  

II. AN APPROACH FOR NETWORK STATE TO STATE 
EVOLUTION 
ASSUMPTION 1 

Network state could be represented with a graph model 
that consists of nodes and edges. Each node or edge has 
certain of metadata that contains its key architectural 
properties.  

A. Graph 
A graph is a pair G = (V,E), where V = {v1, . . . , vn} is the 

set of entities, called nodes or vertices, and E = {e1, . . . , em} 
is the set of connections between them, called edges.  

B. Nodes  
• Each device is a node  
• Each node has an ID and a set of specific properties 

expressed as data keys.  

C. Edges 
• Each link is an edge  
• Each edge has an ID source and target nodes and 

again a set of specific properties expressed as data 
keys.  

The Graph that represents the network state might be 
expressed in various data formats. The format used by the 
author is called GraphML [1]. A network Graph containing 
nodes edges and their key metadata represented in GraphML 
format is presented on Figure 1.  

 
<graphml> 
   <graph edgedefault="undirected"> 
      <key id="deviceModel" for="node" attr.name="deviceModel" 

attr.type="string"/> 
      <key id="ManagementIPv4Address" for="node" 

attr.name="ManagementIPv4Address" attr.type="string"/> 
      <key id="port" for="node" attr.name="port" attr.type="string"/> 
      <key id="ipv4Forwarding" for="node" 

attr.name="ipv6Forwarding" attr.type="string"/> 
      <key id="bgp4Forwarding" for="edge" 

attr.name="bgp4Forwarding" attr.type="string"/> 



      <key id="localIPv4Address" for="edge" 
attr.name="localIPv4Address" attr.type="string"/> 

      <key id="remoteIPv4Address" for="edge" 
attr.name="remoteIPv4Address" attr.type="string"/> 

      <key id="ipv4Routing" for="edge" attr.name="ipv4Routing" 
attr.type="string"/> 

      <key id="bgpLoacalAS" for="node" attr.name="bgpLoacalAS " 
attr.type="string"/> 

       <key id="mediaType" for="edge" attr.name="mediaType" 
attr.type="string"/> 

      <node id="P1"> 
         <data key="port">Gig1/0</data> 
         <data key="port">Gig0/0</data> 
         <data key="port">Gig1/1</data> 
         <data key="port">Gig2/1</data> 
         <data key="deviceModel">cisco12810</data> 
         <data key="ManagementIPv4Address">10.10.13.22</data> 
         <data key="ipv4Forwarding">YES</data> 
      </node> 
       <node id="DC1">  
         <data key="deviceModel">cisco7606</data> 
         <data key="ManagementIPv4Address">10.10.14.2</data> 
         <data key="ipv4Forwarding">YES</data> 
         <data key="port">Gig1/0</data> 
          <data key="port">Gig1/1</data>   
          <data key="port">Gig1/2</data>   
      </node> 
   <!--some nodes and most of the edges are omitted --> 
      <edge id="P1DC1" source="P1" target="DC1" 

sourceport="Gig1/1" targetport="Gig1/0"> 
         <data key="localIPv4Address">10.10.14.1</data> 
         <data key="remoteIPv4Address">10.10.14.2</data> 
         <data key="ipv4Forwarding">YES</data> 
         <data key="ipv4Routing">OSPF</data> 
         <data key="mediaType">GigabitEthernet</data> 
      </edge> 
</graphml> 

Figure 1.  Network state in GraphML format. 

III. TRANSFORMATION  
ASSUMPTION 2 
Network transformation process could be expressed as a 
series of changes of the network graph structure.  

Each state could be described with the formal graph model 
similar or same to the one presented above. The initial state 
will have one certain set of nodes and edges with certain 
metadata and the final state will have other set of nodes and 
edges with potentially different metadata.  

 
ASSUMPTION 3 

Network transformation happens in one or more 
“architecture significant" steps until certain “target” state is 
reached. The transformation process itself could be described 
as a strategy for reaching from the current state to the desired 
“target” state.  

A. Step 
Each step consists of technical and business constraints, an 

action against the network and verification that the action has 
actually delivered the desired result.  

1) Precondition (Technical Constraint)  
The precondition is a check against the state model or the 

network that verifies that something that is required for the 
action execution really exists. For example there is no sence to 

enable IPv6 on an interface level if it is disabled on a device 
level.  

2) Evaluation (Business Constraint) 
The business constraints associated with the steps might 

be:  
Risk - Risk factor could be estimated as per certain scale. 

For example there could be a rate likelihood and impact in a 
LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH scale assuming that less than 3 is 
LOW, 3 to less than 6 is MEDIUM, and 6 to 9 is HIGH. 

In reality Risk will be estimated as per the policies adopted 
by the organization that owns the network.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Risk Scale (source Wikipedia) 

• Cost - The cost of the operation. For example introduction 
of a new device might be associated with the price of the 
device. Usage of extra IPv4 addresses might be associated 
with the cost per address as per the market price [3]. The 
cost could also include factors as training, man-days, lab 
experiments, or any other costs that could be associated 
with the particular step.  

• Time - Most of the operations in a live network has to be 
done in maintenance windows carefully synchronized 
with operator’s customers. Prior that time could be spent 
for lab testing or for lab preparation. 

3) Action 
The action is a set of commands able to change certain key 

architectural property of the network state. These commands 
are partially predefined and require parameters in order to be 
fully defined for a particular device. Those parameters could 
come from various sources (manual input, current graph 
model or even other software systems).   

Another type of action might be a manual operation such 
as node/link introduction/removal from the network.  

4) Verification (Effect) 
The verification should confirm does the updated network 

model really is in the expected state after the successful 
execution of the action. This could be done in two ways.  

1. Through a check does the current network model 
correspond to the desired network model? If graphml 
or other xml based format is used that could be easily 
done with a XPATH/XQUERY against the data 
model.  



2. Through verification against the real network. For 
example this might be a network connectivity 

verification command such as ping or traceroute.  
In certain cases the verification will not pass. If that 

happens the network has to be returned to the state prior the 
action execution. That could happen with an undo step 
containing the undo version of the commands from the 
unsuccessful action or just through a step that performs a 
rollback to the last known good configuration. In some cases 
the undo step might require manual effort typically opposite 
to the same one in the forward step.  

B. Strategy 
The strategy consists of one or more steps. Its goal is to 

achieve the target state from “other” most likely current 
network state. The state-to-state network transformation 
might require the execution of several steps. After each step 
the network will be in an intermediate state. There could be 
several strategies able to achieve the target state by passing 
through different intermediate states.  

Each strategy is constrained by certain business and 
technical constrains. The technical constrains restrict the list 
of possible consecutive steps. The business constrains allow 
the stakeholders to evaluate the different strategies and to 
determine an evolution path (e.g the strategy that will be 
used for network transformation).  

 
Figure 3.  States, Steps and Strategies 

IV. A TOOL FOR NETWORK TRANSFORMATION  
Author’s approach is too cumbersome for manual 

implementation in large production networks. It is difficult 
to model and track and fulfill the network evolution process 
without the right software tools for the purpose.  

To address those limitations of his approach the author 
has created a software prototype able to: 

• Discover current IP network architecture – based on the 
algorithm presented in [2]. 

• Capture its current state; 
• Build graph data model containing the key network 

architecture metadata; 
• Provide an ability to network engineers to review and 

reason about network architecture based on metadata 

 
 
 

TABLE I. AN EXAMPLE STEP DEFINITION 

No: S13 

Name: Enable NAT-PT  

Context:  
NAT-PT is a mechanism for IPv4 to IPv6 address translation. In 

order to be executed the device has to have previously enabled dual IP stack.   

Technical Constraints:  
Input parameters: 
$id= ‘CE1’, $model=’cisco2821’;  
Verifications: 
Verifies through an XPATH check are IPv6 and IPv4 configued on device 

CE1 (e.g CE1 has to have both ipv4 and ipv6 forwarding enables). 
count(//graphml/graph/node[contains(@id,$id)]/data[@key='ipv6Forwar

ding' and . =’YES’]) = 1 
count(//graphml/graph/node[contains(@id,$id)]/data[@key='ipv4Forwar

ding' and . =’YES’]) = 1 
Business Constraints: 
Risk  
Likelihood = Medium, IMPACT=Low =>Risk=LOW No service outages 

are expected during the step execution.  
Cost 
Cost = $2280  
Step execution does not require additional hardware or software. The 

estimated cost is only for labor.   
Time 

Preparation Time = 40h, Lab Testing Time = 16 h, Maintenance Window 
Time = 1h  

The step has to be carefully prepeated and tested in lab environmnet. The 
anticipated maintenance window is estimated to 1 hour. 

Action: 
Input parameters: 
###vars: username=user, password=pass, $ipv6prefix=’ 2001:DB8::/96’, 

$ipv4prefix=’ 11.11.11.11’, $NNI=’Fa1/0’, $UNI=’Fa1/1’;  
Template: 
### read_until('(login:|user:|Username:)',3) 
$username 
### read_until('(Password:|password:)',3) 
$password 
### start read_until('.*#',3) 
set cli  screen-length 0 
configure terminal 
ipv6 nat v6v4 source $ipv6prefix $ipv4prefix 
interface $UNI 
ipv6 nat 
interface $NNI 
ipv6 nat  
### stop read_until 
exit 
### exit 
Effect:  
Effect is executed against the graph data model after the action is executed. 

The first XPATH statement verifies does NAT-PT works on device and 
interface level.  

Input parameters: 
$id= ‘CEi’ 
Verifications: 
count(//graphml/graph/node[contains(@id,$id)]/data[@key='ipv6NatPt' 

and . =’YES’]) = 1 
count(//graphml/graph/edge[contains(@source,$id)]/data[@key='ipv6Nat

Pt' and .=’YES’]) = 2 
 



filters (for example L2, L3, IPv4, IPv6, OSPF, ISIS and 
BGP) 

• Perform a visual network state diff between 2 network 
states  

• Automate step activation process through a action 
activation interface on network nodes or network paths. 

The software prototype has been named iTransformer and 
has been released as an open source project. Publishing the 
prototype in one of the most popular portals for free software 
(sourceforge) gained popularity and wider adoption in the 
network engineering community. The author has received 
valuable feedback that helped in prototype creation.  

The prototype is presented on figure 7 - the GUI, a right 
click menu for applying the steps of a strategy for IPv4 to IPv6 
network transformation on node. The detected network 
changes between two states (Figure 8).  

V. DISPLAY THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO NETWORK 
STATES 

The network engineering community has expressed the 
ability to reason about the key architectual changes between 
two network states as the key feature required for tracking the 
process of network transformation.  
 The author has deceided to express the differences visualy by 
a combination of icon and line changes. In each case the exact 
change will be displayed by a tooltip field. The tooltip will 
appear only once the user pass through it through with the 
mouse cursor.  

A.  Addition of new network nodes. 
Each node has been represented with certain icon 

depending of its key metadata. If there is a new node in the 
current network model arround it will be displayed a green 
circle. The node will have a tooltip with label “Node: Added”.  
 

 
Figure 4.  Node added 

B. Addition of new edges 
The new edges will be marked with a dashed line in green 

color.  The edge will have a tooltip with label “Edge: Added”.  

 

Figure 5.  Edge added 

C. Node removal  
If a node was present in the initial network model but is a 

missing from the current arround it will be displayed a red 
circle. The node will have a tooltip with label “Node: 
Removed”.  

 
Figure 6.  Node removed 

D. Edge removal 
The missing edges will be displayed by a dashed line in 

orange color. The edge will have a tooltip with label “Edge: 
REMOVED”.  

 
Figure 7.  Missing edge 

E. Node metadata change 
If there is a change in the metadata properties of an 

existing node the node are visualized by a blue circle arround 
its original icon. The exact changes are displayed by a tooltip 
containing the previous and the new values of the changed 
metadata.  

 
Figure 8.  Node Metadata change 



F.  Edge Metadata change 
If there is a change in the metadata properties of an 

existing edge the edge will be visualized with a black dashed 
line. The exact changes will be displayed to the network 
engineer by a tooltip containing the previous and the new 
values of the changed metadata.  

  
Figure 9.  Edge Metadata change 

G. Node metadata addition 
During the network transformation process the nodes could 

not only have changes to the metadata but also to get new 
metadata. The new metadata will be signaled to the user by a 
tooltip containing the new metadata and a blue circle arround 
the node icon.  

 
Figure 10.  Node Metadata addition 

H. Edge metadata addition 
During the network transformation process the edges could 

not only have changes to the metadata but also to get new 
metadata. In this case the edge is displayed by a black dashed 
line and the new metadata is displayed to the network engineer 
by a tooltip containing the new metadata.  

 
Figure 11.   Edge Metadata addition 

I.  Node metadata loss 
During the transformation process the nodes will not only 

gain but also will loose certain metata properties. The lost 
metadata will be displayed to the network engineer by a tooltip 
containing the lost metadata and a blue circle arround the node 
icon. 

 
Figure 12.  Node Metadata loss 

J. Edge metadata loss 
During the transformation process the edges will also loose 

certain metata properties. The lost metadata will be displayed 
to the network engineer by a black dashed line and a tooltip. 

 
Figure 13.  Edge metadata loss 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this article session the author has proposed an approach 

for network transformation from a state to state. The approach 
is based on modeling the network state in a graph model and 
formalizing steps and strategies for network transformation. 
The best strategy could be determined based on evaluation 
process between multiple strategies.  The approach has been 
applied in a software prototype for network transformation.  

As a future work the author aims to help to network 
operators willing to transform their networks from IPv4 to 
IPv6 or from legacy network infrastructures to software 
defined networks based on Openflow in a controlled and 
automated way.  
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Figure 14.  iTransformer GUI (discovered network, applying a network transformation step) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15.  iTransformer GUI (performin a diff between two network states) 

 
 

 
 

 


